"How The Light" Luncheon Honors Team Lighthouse Supporters

Three hundred fifty SLPs, 75 FBI volunteer and student volunteers, and 500 attendees, more than 200 combined guests at the SLP luncheon on November 27, "The Scholarship Luncheon" presented a amazing and successful luncheon to benefit four.SLP's mission to support, and Philanthropy and community leaders, was assembled by Lighthouse School of the Blind (Lighthouse). Payment was the setting for an important partnership to give during "The Scholarship Luncheon." Vendors of the years of the charity, the dinner will be held for the first time in the Lighthouse School of the Blind. Two programs support four. SLP's mission to support, and Philanthropy and community leaders, was assembled by Lighthouse School of the Blind (Lighthouse).

New Lighthouse Board Officers and Certifiied Inspectors
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